
THE IMPORTANCE OF MATERNAL LOVE IN INFANCY

This highlights the importance of supporting parents and babies in their crucial [9] showed that (related and unrelated)
mice put in the care of loving mothers ( who are attentive and lick them.

What is happening in the bodyâ€”of both parent and childâ€”when there is skin-to-skin contact? If the mother
was depressed and therefore not emotionally engaging with the baby, those babies are at risk because those
babies are not learning about themselves. They undergo huge brain development, growth and neuron pruning
in the first two years of life. The filmmakers created the content presented, and the opinions expressed are
their own, not those of National Geographic Partners. The parent comes back into the room, greeting and
comforting the infant. On the right is a "cloth mother," with no bottle, but with a fuzzy terrycloth exterior that
will allow for hours of soft, warm snuggles. These long-lasting benefits of good parenting in mice are
dependent on chemical changes in the DNA of the mice. Studies on the brains of people who committed
suicide and were abused as children show the same sorts of chemical patterns as neglected mice. Thank you
for always being there with a snuggle, a kiss, and consistent emotional support. Now, four years later, the
researchers gave MRI magnetic resonance imaging scans to 92 children who underwent the waiting task. This
means that when the child wants attention, the parent will reliably provide that attention and care; however,
when the child wants to be left alone, the parent will give them an appropriate amount of space to explore and
be independent in a safe way, of course. When she returns, they don't seem particularly happy to see her.
Post-natal mood disorders are common and a potential barrier to bonding and optimal development of
newborns. Here's the Science. For many, yes. While I remain glad that there is empirical evidence in support
of our core need for love and comfort, and I think the evidence that Harlow established is important for our
field and for our understanding of human nature, I am deeply saddened that these theories were developed in
this way. There are no differences in attachment quality when comparing children of working parents and
children with a stay-at-home parent. The process of bonding with a new baby is natural for most mothers. All
other images are the author's personal family photographs. Disclaimer: This site is hosted by my colleague
Chris Fraley Take dozens of fascinating attachment-related quizzes and personality tests! The most important
stage for brain development is the beginning of life, starting in the womb and then the first year of life. Child
Development. Without a good initial bond, children are less likely to grow up to become happy, independent
and resilient adults. It's just that the internal psychology for how we measure success has shifted in our
society. Child Care and the Growth of Love. Just wait a month or so; soon enough, it will be Dad's turn for a
spin on the blog! Like mothers, fathers need quiet time to spend holding their new babies close, gazing into
their eyes, talking to them and comforting them when distressed. They do not quickly return to normal and go
back to exploring the playroom; they continue to cling to Mom or express anger about the fact that she
abandoned them. Research has shown that as long as the quality of an attachment is strong when the parent
and child interact, it does not matter if that parent happens to be at work for most of the day. But of course it's
easier if they start out on the right track than if they have to be rectified. Then, they injected the virgin mice
with oxytocin. Our parents' levels of emotional responsiveness, availability, and dependability lead us to
create mental models that form our concepts of what to expect in relationships throughout our lives. Tavistock
professional book. But the nuances of adult attachments are a story for another day Resilience in the face of
adversity. Bowlby determined that our attachment to parental figures in particular, he argued, to mothers plays
a huge, critical role in our ability to learn, grow, and develop healthy adult relationships. There are some
cognitive deficits initially, and there are some emotional differences. In the antenatal period, a pregnant
woman is very open to new information as she prepares to be a mother. What is so special about these basic
behaviors that come without thinking to most parents? Does this really have long-term effects? I urge parents
to give themselves plenty of time with their baby and to follow their instincts. In this case, children learn that
their parents are not going to be there for them, so they adopt a pattern of attachment that revolves around
being independent to the point of never needing their parents. Rethinking the brain. Harlow, H.


